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ABSTRACT 

The dynamical basis for the validity of the 1/NC expansion is 

investigated in the context of QCD in 1+1 distensions. This is carried 

out by studying the first non-leading corrections in 1/NC to the mass 

operator in the space of physical states. The correction to the real 

part of the Bass operator has a direct implication for the convergence 

of the 1/NC expansion, since a small effective parameter is identified, 

where its smallness depends on the dynamical circumstances in a known 

way. The generated imaginary part of the mass operator provides us 

with an insight concerning the question of the narrowness of hadronic 

resonances. In order to have a mora realistic contact with our world, 

we include also effects due to the flavor symmetry group SU(Nf). This 

allows us to understand better the validity and usefulness of the 

notions of resonance dominance and (smooth) Regge behavior. We also 

discuss the expansion with Nf/Nc fixed and compare the results with 

those obtained from Dual Resonance Model. It is remarked that a non-

uniformity exists between the limits Nc * », Nf» fixed and Nc-» -

NF 
^ * fixedjwhich may affect physical quantities. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Many aspects of hadron physics have been studied in quite a 

detail in the framework of Quantum-Chromo-Dynamics in 1*1 space-

time dimensions (QCD-). The main hope is that QCD,, being a model 

which exhibits both confinement and scaling, may have contact with 

reality and/or Bay provide a clue to strong interaction hadron 

dynamics to be hopefully eventually understood from QCD,. 

We shall not enumerate here the various interesting predictions 

derived from QCD,. It is merely mentioned here that the method for 

summation of Feynman diagrams is non-perturbative in g*Nc (g is the 

gauge coupling and N c is the number of colored quarks with the exact 

gauge color symmetry being SU(NC)) but is perturbative in 1/KC. 

Moreover, in a given order of 1/NC, the infinitely many contributing 

diagrams, which ire sunned non-perturbatively, are characterized^*''' 

by a well defined topology of quarks and gluons. 

The question then arises whetheT this topological expansion in 

1/NC provides a good approximation for extracting various hadronic 

features from the model. Testing the validity of the 1/NC expansion 

is especially urgent since it is believed that only three colors 

exist. In addition, as discussed later, in some physical observables 

the flavor number plays on important role and in fact the actual 

"expansion" parameter is Nf/Nc which, in reality, is certainly not a 

small number. In other words, if one wants to go oeyond the mathema

tical Nc-» « limit, the detailed dynamics must be studied in order to 

understand the significance of the expansion with finite Nc- In fact, 

it is conceivable that in certain circumstances the expansion 
(pi 

converges due to dynamical reasons^ rather then due to the actual 
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value of 1/KC. 

The urgent need for a better understanding of the 1/NC 

expansion is emphasized by a recent work of Witten , in which the 

great potentiality- of the 1/NC expansion is illustrated for both 

nesons and baryons. It should be stressed, however, that our approach 

differs froa that of Witten. Indeed, his point of view is to take 

some phenoaenological facts as supporting the convergence in 1/NC. 

Our point of view is store theoretical; naaely, in the frsaework of an 

explicit model,to test, aposteriori, the quality of the 1/NC expansion. 

If indeed the expansion converges, one obtains, as as a by-product, 

predictions for physical quantities. 

Truely, the present approach is extremely sabitious as far 

as QCD, is concerned. Nevertheless, our point of view can be 

materialized in QCD,, for which all planar diagrams can be summed 

non-perturbatively. 

Although QCD2 is relatively a simple theory, it has a sufficien

tly reach stmetre to allow useful predictions, of physical signifi

cance, from the 1/NC expansion. In particular we mention a prominent 

feature of QCD2, namely the unitarity of the hadronic spectrum, which 

has been proven even in non-leading1 order of 1/NC. That is, all 

S-matrix elements are uniquely determined by the hadrons only; the 

initial QCD, lagrangian of interacting quarks and gluons is replaced 

by an effective lagrangian of interacting hadrons. This is a 

beautiful and explicit proof of the confinement property in QCD,, 

even to non-leading order1 in 1/NC. 
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As the dynamics of QCD- is explicit and solvable, one nay ask 

on the validity of the 1/NC expansion in the strong coupling limit, 

as compared to the weak coupling Unit. Naaely, how the quality of 

2 2 N the expansion changes when varying the ratio Y : n /g — (o -

quark bsre mass) from Y * " (i.e. weak coupling or infinitely heavy 

quark) to y » 0 (i.e. strong coupling or zero mass quarks)? 

In this work we consider in tetail the 1/NC non-leading correc

tions (containing internal quark loops) to the mass operator of the 

physical states. As is well known, in the planar limit (Nc» •) all 

hadrons acquire a real mass and hence are stable.. However, in non-

leading order the mass operator aquires a new imaginary part r , not 

present in the planar limit, in addition to a correction SM to its 

real part M. That is, a physical aspect, namely the decay width, not 

present in lowest order, appears in the first order correction. Thus 

not only that one may have the opportunity (by studying SM/M) to 

test the validity and understand the dynamical meaning of the 1/KC 

expansion, but also one may gain some insight (from !7M) into the 

question of the narrowness of hadronic resonances. 

It is also of theoretical importance to understand the width 

generation from quarks and gluons field theory dynamics and compare 

it to the apparently extreme picture1 of composite hadrons,based or. 

Dual Resonance Model1 (DRM). Such a comparison provides us with a 

better understanding on the possible mutual relationships among the 

1/Nc expansion, the Duality concep,t and the nature of hadronic total 

widths. In particular, the introduction of a flavor SU(Nf) symmetry, 

gives us the possibility of studying both the limit Nc-> •>, Nf« fixed 

"f and N c * ", «- • fixed. These two limits, when incorporated with 
Nc 



duality, generates very different final states in a resonance decay 

As we shall see, the first limit leads to a narrow resonance with a 

width, however, increasing with mass. In contrast, in the second 

limit one obtains a width decreasing with mass as 1/M, in accordance 

with'' DRM. This difference can be simply understood, since the limit 
Nf Nc •» •, rp - fixed, together with duality, substantially reduces the 

number of allowed independent final states, which turns out to be 

proportional to M^. Such a phenomenon does not occur in the limit 

Nc -» -, Nf = fixed, in which duality does not. play a role and the 

A 

nuraber ot final s tates i s now proportional to M . Namely, with 

duality bcxng incorporated, a non-uniformity betwoen the two l imits 

occurs, leading to different predictions for the mass dependence of 

the width. 

Once the total hadronic widths are understood, one can proceed 

to characterize more precisely the low and high energy regimes, at 

which, respectively, the resonance representation and Regge behavior 

are the most suitable pictures. Intui t ive ly , ono expects resonance 

dominance as long as total widths arc considerably smaller than 

nearest resonance seper&tion. However, when resonances start to over

lap, a smooth energy behavior emerges, as exhibited, e .g . by Regge 

poles . This feature can be simply i l lus trated in th*> real world i f 

one notes that nw % —r % 1 Ge\T, leading to a nearest mass separation 

of AM % 2M-i • F o r aa average total width r , a smooth behavior i s 

then expected when r/oM % 2MaT > 1. For P % 0.2 GeV this corresponds 

to M > 2.S GeV. Indeed in , e .g . it~p scattering, one observes a smooth 

behavior at center of mass energies higher than ^2.5 GeV. 



In our QCO2 s tud/ the dependence of the t o t a l width on the 

various parameters 1$ exp l i c i t l y given, thus allowing us to study 

the above questions for various l imi ts of these narameters For 

example, how the p ic tures of resonance dominance ^nd Regge behavior 

change when varying the bare quark mass, the coupling s t rength , the 

color and flavor numbers. Again, the s i t ua t ion in QCD., concerning 

Reggf. and resonance dominance wi l i be compared to that ->n DRM ' ' 

Ii: i s worthwhile to remark that non-planar correct ions have befn 

studied some time age in the t'omext of a fie*d meory in : e n dlmen-

>i.ons • , i . e . Quantum ro«ch;inic:>. Amazingl> enougii, the planar appro-

It ximiitio."- (for energy level?) h-s r-evr. fowiC to h.- .1 v e n good 

approximation even for N as low a.i l. % r prst-enr work otfzrs a 

s imi la r inves t iga t ion hut in the framework of a rao:'*> cumpjicai ed 'L-'.J 

more r e a l i s t i c model for the hadronic world. 

We emphasize that the emerging small paramevcr in the 1'\c 

expansion of QCD2 may depend, in cer ta in circiunstanvcs, en other 

parameters of the theory, such as the quark mass mvi Sr-. However, in 

most cases , the e f fec t ive expansion parameter indeed turns out to bf 

small , in analogy to what happens in Q^D. Namely, in QKD, although 

the charge e appears in the in te rac t ion lagraiigxau, a higher order 

loop correct ion reveals an expansion parameter which i s not simply 

2 2 
e but r a the r a « e /4n (and in fact a / n ) . Also here , in QCD-,although 

the coupling g * appeal's in the in te rac t ion lagrangian, a hadronic 

*^c 

loop correct ion exhib i t s an expansion parameter which may' be substan

t i a l l y smaller than 1/NC (due to both numerical factors and dynamic**) . 

This i s in accordance with what has been ant ic ipa ted by Witten , on 

the basis of observed phenomenological f ac t s . 
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Finally it is reminded that resonance total widths have been 

(Q 

studied before in QCD- by Einhorn^ , in connection with unitarity, 

and it is not a new subject. However, here we include new effects 

due to final states which were omitted in ref. (9); these effects 

appear to be crucial. Move importantly, we attempt here to quantita

tive:!/ analyse and understand the nature of the 1/NC expansion in the 

various limits of Nf = fixe<i and Nf/Nc » fixed, and make a comparison 

with the Lomprsite DRhf approach. Such a study seems to be urgent 

e:p«!<ii'iiiy in the light of tht» recent WOTS by Witten . 

The mosent work is organised as follows. In section 2 we 

S'j-niiwr j/.(» th<; results „ in non-Jeading order in I/Nc, concerning the 

nature of the intermediate states which break the stability of the 

hadrons. Thd explicit fcini of the couplings, which generate the width, 

with "ome simplifying approximations, is given in section 3. Section 

1 gives the 1/NC correction to both the real and imaginary parts of 

the mass operator. In section 5 we discuss the significance of the 

results and their Implication for the width and 1/NC expansion, in the 

presence of a flavor symmetry group SU(Nf).Both the limits Nf= fixed 

and Nf/Nc* fixed are considered. We study in section 6 the usefulness 

of the concepts of resonance dominance and Regge pole representations 

for scattering amplitudes, in the context of the 1/NC expansion. 

Similarities and differences with DW-T are pointed out. Discuss ioi 

of the results, suvary and conclusions are given in section 7. 
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2. INSTABILITY IN ORDER l/Nc 

A discussion i s given here regarding the mechanism which 

breads the s t a b i l i t y of the planar hadrons. The question of which 

mechanism plays a role in the decay is i n t e r e s t i n g , because in non-

leading order intermediate s t a t e s may consist of both hadrons and 

pa-torn. |J . e . quarks and giuons) >'e sha l l closely foJJow the vary 

CS c lear d i a lys i s of C.Han at a l . and i t i s rfyeateJ hc< <• For fhd 

sake of completeness. 

As in most ex i s t i ng worr.s in .}(('•- , o.if tupJnys tht- ii,;.1:--

wuno i>iugc". f-fcir.'f'ver, since w« a:;e inrere^t^d in i t •..;<.;>• *;.'e :nc 

nature ,'f into ruiedi a te s ta te? centr i t ut mg to ^-m«tr..x c^.r- :C:r;, ,: 

i? most appropriate to adopt the " ' . Ingular inf iared .-.ut'oft" 

pruS»L-TJptlUT> 

The mathematical details will r.ot be given here, since one may 

derive them with little efforts fror ref. (5). Satner we will attempt 

to present the basic physical ideas by drawing the pertinent diagrrtn*s. 

Our notations for quarks, giuons and hadrons are given in 

fig. 1. As is well known,to leading order (i.e. planar limit) in 1/NC, 

the hadron in fig. 1 is stable. A hadron in non-leading order in -/N'c 

is depicted in fig. 2. Our goal is then tc identify the intermediate 

states which approximate the blob in fig. 2 (in non-leading order) 

and may induce an imaginary piece to the mass as well as correcting 

its real planar part. 

It is first remarked that the quark-ant1quark gluon vertcA is 

unchanged^ by 1/NC corrections. The three possible 1/NC corrections, 

to the hadronic planar propagator, are then given by fig. 3. 
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Let us briefly discuss the three contributions in fig. 3. In 

fig. 3.a,the gluon propagator(denoted by D) abready contains the 1/NC 

order, and the same is true for the dressed quark propagator (denoted 

by S). Having four vertices, two colored free loops and a 1/NC term 

from the gluon propagator, diagram 3.a is therefore of the order 

g4 N^ « 1/HC «. 1/NC (1) 

2 
where the fact that g Nc » fixed has been used. 

In figs. 3.b and 3.c one has six vertices but only two free 

color loops and hence they are of the order g Nc •>• 1/NC, the same as 

gif. 3.a. 

The question now arises whether also dynamically all diagrams 

in fig. 3 contribute to the hadronic propagator. As shown in ref. S, 

diagram 3.a does not contribute, since the 1/NC corrections included 

in the dressed fermionic propagators exactly cancel those in the 

gluon propagator. It has also been shown in ref. 5 that the crossly 

exchanged gluons in fig. 3.b lead to a contribution which does not 

match fie behavior of the planar hadronic wave function; their 

contribution is non-zero in a region where the planar hadronic wave 

function vanishes, and vice versa. 

We are then left with the mechanism in fig. 3.c. The discontinu

ities through the anti-quark quark states, in the left and right of 

fig. 3.c, vanish, as can be easily understood sin-e in the singular 

infra-red cutoff procedure the dressed quark mass is infinite. Thus 

the only non-vanishing discontinuity of diagram 3.c. is through the 

hadronic states. Consequently, physical transition amplitudes (which 

occur at non-leading order in 1/NC) are constructed from a Hilbert 

space which contains only hadronic states. Gluons and quarks serve 
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only to determine the scale of the hadronic couplings. Clearly, this 

can be viewed as a statement of confinement, proved also to non-

leading order of 1/NC, and that long range Van der Naals type forces 

do not occur between color singlet hadrons. 

Needless to say, diagram 3.c. is expected to generate a width 

to the hadrons (.since a non-vanishing disor *• inuity has been 

identified) as well as correcting the planar masses. Diagram i.e. is 

in fact a hadronic self energy loop correction to the planar hadronic 

propagator. Such a hadronic self-energy loop is completely determined 

by the three meson vertex in fig. 4, which is obtained by taxing the 

discontinuity through the intermediate hadrons in fig 3.c. and 

studied in the next section. 

As alluded to above in the introduction, hadronic self-energ> 

loops, similar to the one in fig. 5.c, are the ones responsible for 

the identification of the "true' effective small parameter in the 

1/NC expansion. 
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3- FORMALISM AND HADRONIC COUPLINGS 

We have seen before that tlie« triple meson vertex is of the order 

1/VN̂ T. The apparent expansion parameter, for a meson propagator, is 

2 
therefore only I/Nc (.and not 1 /Nc ). Consequently, since Nc*3 (not a 

big number) it is crucial to check whether there are dynamical effects 

which will make the 1/NC expansion reliable. For this purpose we ought 

to study in detail the self-energy loop in fig. 3.c. 

The question arises whether the triple vertex in fig. 4 is 

sufficient to determine the correction to the planar propagator. To 

answer this question one must remember that the "l/Nc expansion" is 

presumably perturbative is 1/NC. Hence in the first non-leading 

corrections, only diagrams of the order 1/NC should be included. 

Moreover, since the approach is perturbative, all hadronic propagators 

must be taken in their planar approximation. 

For example, the vertices in fig. 5 will be neglected since 

their contribution to the hadronic propagator is of the order of, 

respectively, 1/NC and 1/NC . In general, one can be easily convinced 

that an intermediate state containing n mesons contributes to the 

propagator a correction of the order of 1/NC " . This simple fact^ 

justifies, within the framework of the perturbative 1/NC expansion, 

the dominance of the diagram in fig. S.c and thus restricting ourselves 

to a detailed study of only the triple meson veicex in fig* 4. The 

achieved simplification must be appreciated since, as we shall see 

below, even the triple vertex does not have a simple expression, let 

alone vertices of higher order. 



(9 
Previous studies of the width have not been sufficiently 

quantitative to allow a thorough discussion of the reliability of the 

1/NC expansion. I it exactly our purpose here to provide a detailed 

dynamical study, beyond the usual 1/NC argumentations, for the triple 

meson coupling including its crucial normalization^ 

The three meson coupling, relevant for the decay a -*> b+X, is 

depicted in fig. 4 and given by: 

Nc J i
2k V k , pr k ,V k , p2" k )V k~ p:: , pr k ) 

(2ir)' S(k) S(k-p2) SCk-pj) 
(2) 

Here, the neson-quark-antiquark vertex and the dressed quark propaga

tor are, respectively, given by 

,„ (g\\U2 , !' »aCy)dy 

and 

soo > -2 ^ C4J 

where * is the infra-red cutoff, and m is the bare quark mass (for 

simplicity we assume one type of quarks). With the notation 

_2 
Y » -5 

g Nc/n 

2 "a 
u * ~= 
3
 JV> 

the bound state wave function » (x) obeys 

where x = k-/p,_ . 
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Since in eq. (2) the vert ices # are independent of the + 

momenta components, i t i s e straightforward matter to integrate, 

by Cauchy's theorem, over the k* variable. Doing this by using 

(5 9 eqs. (4) and (3) one f inal ly obtains^ ' 

with 

and 

GabX 

1 1 

• I I 
0 0 

" »/? ^ "» 
(* J j « ) - * 

dud" 
f„)(l-U) + Z 

i a) being defined by 

f u l f i l s 

P2-

Pi

-in) x 

tjt*llia. 

( l - u ) ] 2 

ths following osss-sheJl 

rf.-t 
"a l-«f 

v 

coditiop. 

C7) 

18) 

C8') 

Heretofore we have (tentatively) assumeti the presence of only one 

type of flavor. In such a case, the diagram obtained from fig. 4, 

by reversing the quark lines direction, also contributes. Its 

contribution is easily derived from eq. (7) by simply replacing 

b <-»X and HI f-fl-ai. 

Instead of solving numerically eqs. (6) and (7) we prefer to 

adopt several approximations which, however, will allow us to have 

readily more insight into the physics of the 1/NC expansion and 

instability of hadrons. Thus, for example, we shall employ the 

W.K.B. method, leading to 

U? % L it2 (9) 

a n d ^ 
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* M ' /2 sin I v x (10) 

for L » 1 and similarly for the mesons b and X. in fact, with y !fc 1 

(see eqs. (5) and (6)), eqs. (9) and (10) provide a rather good 

approximation, since end effects are minimal. 

Let us now investigate what are the most prooable configurations 

for the heavy meson a [with quantum number L) to decay to mesons b 

and X (characterized, respectively, by quantum numbers n and £). for 

this goal, it is convenient to define 

< 

< 
obey the following energy and mass-shell conditions: 

Sa * •/% <_ 1 (12) 

ttt 1 - W 

The possible phase-space of the decay in fig. 4, in terms of the 

variables a and 0 , is given in fig. 6. The phase-space plot in 

fig. 6 has been divided according to the mass relation of the final 

state mesons (e.g. LL denotes when both final mesons have light 

masses, LH when one meson has a light, and the other a heavy, mass 

etc.). 

In the LL regime, in fig. 6, it is well known that^ * * l " 

G . x -*• - K and hence vanishes with L •* » Cat least as long as y + 0 

and hence 8 / 0 ) . On the other hand in the LH regions, where a » t 

or B >> a , one may show (.see appendix) that G . „ » const. 



He must emphasize that in the LH domains both final mesons Bay have 

masses increasing with I - *, but always subject to the condition 

* >* 3 'or 3 » a). Finally one can also show, directly from eq. (7), 

using eqs. f9"i and (101 that in the HH region the coupling G . 

/anishes as i for I » 1 fon top of this the available phase space is 

small for the HH domain). 

Me have thus concluded that the most probable final state 

configurations are represented by the Ul domains in fig. 6. Physically 

this implies that the heavy meson a likes to decay to one heavy and 

one light aeson (though both aesons, as indicated above, aay have 

Basses increasing with the decaying Bass). Consequently, when dis

cussing, in next section, the total width of aeson a and the correc

tion to its planar Bass (or, equivalently. the convergence of the 

1/NC expansion) we shall consider only the contributions arising froa 

the Ui doaains. 

As discussed in the appendix, the relevant coupling Bay be 

approximated by 

GabX *2/k -T^ • -jf « - *J.) (14) 

with i» being determined by a and B froa eq. (15). Eq. (14) will be 

central in our approximate but analytic analysis of the 1/NC 

expansion and narrowness of hadrons. 
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4. TOTAL WIDTH A.NP MASS CORRECTION 

Here we present the computation of the nass operator for a high 

mass s tate . Ne Uni t ourselves to large decaying masses, corresponding 

to a high quantum number L (see f i g . 4 ) , since such a case is interes

ting and non-tTivial because a lot of final states contribute to the 

total width. 

The approximation to the nass operator in order 1/NC, for a 

state with quantua number L, i s p i c tor ia l l y given by f ig . ~. One may 

proceed to evaluate the aass operator by the usual manner of calcula

ting the loop in f ig . ". However, i t i s more physically transparent 

and elegant to adopt the dispersion aethod, especia l ly since we are 

interested in the aass operator of a high mass s ta te . Namely, in the 

dispersion approach, one f irs t evaluates the imaginary part ( i . e . 

the total width)and then, by dispersion relat ion, the real part i s 

found (see below and appendix B). 

In order to compute the icaginary part of the mass operator, 

we consider the inclusive decay width distribution, for meson b in 

a •* b • X, which i s depicted in f ig . 8 and given b* 

2 
where s » (p,-Pj) (see f ig . 41 and p. i s the ao.cntum of part ic le 

b in the rest fraae of the decaying part ic le a. The crucial point i s , 

of course, that in f i g . 8 the final part ic les are on mass-shell , thus 

Baking the calculation of the width re lat ive ly easy. 

The total width of meson a can be related to the inclusive 

(F6 
decay widths by the energy conservation sum-rule, leading to 



h dr 

o a 

i - \t'} 
Here E, - {VC + pT\ * is the energy of neson b in the rest frame 

of a. 

It is emphasized that th<* total width, as given by eq. (16), 

does not need any averaging procedure, since the delta functions in 

eq. (15) are integrated upon s. Substituting eq. fl5) into eq. (16) 

and expressing p. and E, in terms of masses, one obtains (.see fig. 9). 

- - l VV » * "* " "x1 r2 r.7i 

••" aM
3
ft i k - ^ v ; . 4, %> abx 

or equivalently. in ter&s of the variables a and 6 (see eq. CH}) 

(1+q-E) r2 

a 8 < b X ^ ( l . a . B i G a b X " 7 , ) 

with Xfx,y,z) being the well known triangular function. 

The summation over final states can be transformed according to 

I I • II' I2 [ da ! dB (18) 

b X n l 

where we have used 

J2 y. Li-2 

•4 * **2 (19) 

and eq. "1M. The region of integration in eq. C18) is determined 

froi fig. 6 and is discussed below in quite a detail. Namely, as has 
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already been discussed above, most of the contribution is expected to 

originate from the regions LH in fig. 6. For example, consider the 

LH donain in the lower right side of fig. 6. In this domain, by 

construction, £ » a. and the approximation in eq. (14) is therefore 

applicable (see also appendix A'I . For definitness suppose 

6 > \a i"20": 

with X % 2. Then a can extend up to 

(H) 
n + » M 

and thus the integration should be carried according to 

C l - ^ ) 2 

2 * I2 x J do / dg (22) 

° Xa 

where the factor of 2 takes account of the symmetrical LH domain in 

the upper left side of fig. 6 (i.e. if one LH region corresponds to 

particle b being produced forwardly, then in the other LH domain b is 

produced backwardly with the sane probability). 

IF? 
Combining1 eq. (14) with eqs. (17"), (21) and (22; one derives 

(reoenbering that 8 >* a) the central result of this work which 

reads"19: 

i- A H * i- A (M2) 1 / : (23) 
N, 

where 

A = ' UliSS. (23-) 
12"Y (i~T)3 

is bounded from above by 1/I2itv for any value of the cut-off X > I. 
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Already from eq. (23) one can get a hint on the effective 

expansion parameter. Indeed, an indication for the convergence of 

'he 1/NC expansion nay be provided by " /M which, bv eq. (23) ,, is 

—̂ A. The 1/N. factor is the one trivially arising from the topology 

of quark and gluon diagnns. However the dynamical factor \ must be 

derived by a detailed study of the model. Such a study is indeed a 

rewarding one since the dynamical factor A seems (aposteriori) to 

play a crucial role in the convergence of the expansion due to its 

remarkable smallness '. Similarly to the QED case, where the charge 

is accompanied by "factors of IT*' to generate the small expansion 

parameter 1 ~ T ~ * also here 1/N„ is -accompanied by factors with the 

outcome of a small effective expansion parameter A/Nc. However, an 

important difference exists, namely the appearance of the dynamical 

factor Y in eq. f23*) which measures the bare quark mass in units cf 

the universal scale a' ("Regge slope") 

-» - - l (24) 

leading to 

*2N 

2 2 
* a'M (25) 

To the extent that a' % 1 GeV" , eq. (25) suggests that even for 

relatively small quark Basses.v will be substantially bigger than 

zero because of the «" factor-. Therefore the approximations employed 

in the derivation of eqs. (23) and (23*) are expected to have a 

rather wide range of applicability. 
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It is nore appropr ia te , ft-- the study of the J/Nc expansion 

convergence, to study the mass correction and cv,rpare i t t o the planar 

mass (note t h a t , in con t ras t , the width i s tero at the planar l e v e l ! ) . 

For t h i s purpos" wri te the inverse of the meson a propagator, to 1/NC 

order , in the foro 

' a Cs+ic) = s - W - £(s+ic) (26) 

where, i t i s reminded, Ma i s the planar mass. Then, usin£ eq. (25) , 

the d ispers ive par t i s given by 

Is £(s*ir:) = /T r a (s l = 5 - s U'"1 
c 

Passing to the second Rieaann sheet, the solution of 

"a(s-ic) = s - M
2 - E(s-ie) = 0 (28) 

will determine the effects of the 1/NC corrections on the- resonance 

properties. As shown in appendix B, the mass operator in the "leading 

log approximation" is given by 

E(s-ie) % - j L i s m(s/i) - i£- s (29) 

where s i s a mass cut-off beyond which the asymptotic r e su l t in eq. 

(27) is appl icable . In order t o solve eq. f28), combined with eq. (29), 

we must d i s t inguish two cases . F i rs t suppose 

^ A *n(M;/i) « 1 ( J 0 ) 

then the resonance mass shift is given by 

a \ r a a v 



which suggests the following effective expansion paraneter: 

a c ^ 

, *10 
planar approximation is very good , even for states with a mass as 

iich as MA/s ~-j 100. This is reminiscent of the work of Brezin et all 5 a 

:.n their study of a auantunt mechanical system. 

The extent of narrowness :if resonances is immediately given by 

eo. 2^ to read 

(33) 

It should be emphasized again that the fast convergence of the 

1/NC expansion and the narrowness of hadrons is mainly due to detailed 

dynamics and not only because of 1/NC. This is in line with a conjec-

ture made by Witten^ based, however, on phenomenologically grounded 

arguments. 

For theoretical purposes one nay investigate the properties of 

CF12 
resonances with a fantastically large planar masses, such that* 

iL-AlnCM'/i) » 1 C34) 
nc a 

The condition in eq. (34) is the second case for which one solves for 

the resonance parameters from eqs. ''261 and (29). One finds approxima

tely 

• _ i l n r M 2 / 5 l c i _ i W a / i ) ) 

i A/N,.* • £ 
(35) 



from which the width »nd the non-planar correction to the mass can 

be derivad. Not surprisingly, the solution is physically rather 

different from the "weak coupling solution" .see eq. (30)) in eqs. 

(31) to C33). 

However, it mist be remembered that in the "strong coupling 

condition", eq. C34), one should consider also higher terms in 

In &/s. Indeed, the expansion parameter is really 

T;- A ints/s) (36) 

Therefore if f n f s / s ; i s too large, as m eq. ''"34), or.c mu5t consider 

A - ' 

the full sum ^ a. f— tn s. 's' . A plausible possih.. ' : ty concern >rig 

the summation of a i l "leading Io.c" rerros is presented ir. appendix C. 

Performing such a summation leads to a perfect ly physically appealing 

resul t for the mass operator of very high mas? s t a t e s . In p a r t i c u l a r , 

these s t a t e are also very narrow and moreox'er the non-planar 

correct ion to t h e i r planar mass cannot be a r b i t r a r i l y l a rge . 
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5. EFFECTS DUE TO FLAVOR 

In reality there exists the flavor quantum number, related to 

the symmetry SU(Nf) which is, however, badly broken in masses. The 

flavor number, as by now is well known, acts against the property of 

asymptotic freedom in QCD.. Consequently, increasing the number of 

flavors presumably deteriorates the convergence in QCD^. A similar 

phenomenon accurs here. Indeed, in the presence of a flavor symmetry 

group, one should count in fig. 9 all diagrams with different flavors 

for the internal quark loop. Denoting by Nf the effective flavor 

number (supposed to already include the quark mass breaking effects), 

eqs. (32) and '331 for the mass correction and total width will be 

respectively replaced by: 

a' ' 
M a 

E f = T T 1 • IT 55T « (#*) C37) 

if * sf A C38) 

Namely, the rate of convergence, which is presumably characterized 

by c is deteriorated with increasing the flavor number and more

over resonances become wider. Clearly, these statements are valid as 

long as 

^ A M ( K £ / S ) « 1 (39) 

' c 

However, it must be emphasized that the above three last 

equations have been essentially derived according to the limit 

N - -
c 

(40) 
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which allows us to consistently apply the results in section 4. In 

particular, this limit restricts the intermediate states, contributing 

to the width, to cosist of only two (planar} particle states (see 

fig. 91. Therefore we were allowed to sum over all possible meson 

states t and n in fig. 9 (subject of course to energy and mass-shell 

constraints'! without worrying about possible double counting. This 

is the crucial point, together with the scaling property of the 

amplitudes G .^ in eq. (14), which is responsible for the resulted 

linear mass dependence of the total width, In other words, as inn>l3ec 

by eqs. (.17') and (18), due to the scaling of the relevant amplitudes, 

the dynamics of the width reduces essentially to counting the possible 

decay product states. 

Stated differently, the limit in eq. (40) is practically the 

•*weak. coupling" limit of the 1/N expansion, which has been discussed 

in detail is section 4. 

With the introduction of flavor one may envisage another limit 

of interest, namely 

(41) 

N-/N * fixed 
r c 

Now, as far as the width is concerned, e can no longer be confident 

in applying the weak coupling limit of the 1/NC expansion, since the 

(F15 
width is (superficially) proportional to N-/N , and the same is 

true for the mass correction. In suoh a limit it may not be legitimate 

to assume the stability of the contributing intermediate states in 

fig. 9. Such an assumption is, however, justified for the limit in 

eq. (40) which in fact has been responsible for restricting fig. 9 to 
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two meson intermediate states, as has been already mentioned above. 

Therefore, ftn* the limit in ea. ''411 , we ought to face the 

possibility that the decay product contains a resonance possessing a 

width and hence can also decay and so on, as illustrated in fig. flOt. 

This clearly actually amounts to a non-perturbative analysis of 

resonance widths, to be contrasted with the perturbative approach 

in section 4. Thus now the structure of the possible contributing 

final states (e.g. as in fig. 10/) is ratheT complicated. We do not 

pretend to present a rigorous study for the total width in such an 

apparently "strong coupling" non-perturbative case. We shall only 

point out the basic underlying physical assumptions which are respon

sible for the general features of the 1/NC expansion and narrowness 

of resonances in QCD-,. 

Consider the decay mechanism in fig. 11, where 0 denotes the. 

lowest lying stable state. We ask the question whether e.g. the 

diagram in fig. 12 (R. and RJ are both unstable) represents a new 

-rtechanism, or rather, is somehow contained in fig. 11? To answer this, 

construct tne diagram in fig. 13, whxr.h at first glance appears unrela

ted to fig. 12. However, since all diagrams under discussion are planar, 

the imposition of duality implies that the adjacent stable particles 

in fig. 13 can, in particular, resonate in the Rj state. That is, one 

may conclude that only the diagrams in fig. 11 should be considered 

in investigating the width in the limit exhibited by eq. (41). Stated 

differently, the incorporation of duality implies thac, effectively, 

in fig. 9 one sums over only one fin gereral"1 unstable state whereas 

the other state is always the lowest lying stable meson 'denoted by 0 

in figs. 11 and 13'* . Equii'alentiy, ea. IS" is now replaced by 



I * L / d6 (42) 
i 

I - L / da (42>) 
n 

If, as before, the amplitudes in fig. 11 scale, then, similarly to 

the derivations in section 4, but remembering eqs. (42), (42'), one 

obtains 

B " B (13) r*= M. * W71 

He shall not bother here to find the dependence of 8 on N , N. etc. 

For our purpose we shall only remark that the limit N •» » , 

N./N - fixed, has led,due to duality,to a completely different mass 

dependence for the total width than in the case of the limit Nc •* •, 

H. * fixed (see eq. (38)). Had we attempted to start from N c - -

Hf/Dc * fixed and as a special case take Nf/Nc • fixed « 1, we 

would have found a completely different situation than by directly 

starting with N. •• « , Nr • fixed. The above mentioned two limits are 

therefore not interchangeable, and one should be cautious when 

deriving physical quantities, as has been explicitly illustrated 

above for the width (i.e. eq. (38) versus (43)). 

Note that the limit, Nc » « , ,Nf/Nc = fixed,has been implicitly 

assumed in ref. 9 in discussing width effects and unitarity. Indeed 

(9 also there1- the result raMa » const, has been derived. 

For clarity we emphasize again that in the "weak coupling" 

limit, Nc •* * , Nf = fixed, duality has played no_ role. Indeed, in 

this limit, the dominant mechanism for the width is always due to two 

meson intermediate states which can never decay, and hence no problem 



whatsoever arises with the question of multiple counting. 

For completeness we write down the mass correction, correspon

ding to the width in eq. (43), which can be derived from an analysis 

similar to the one carried out in appendix B. Namely 

<SM̂  % - f *n(M^/i) (44) 

and hence both the width ra and the relative mass correction, iMg/Mg, 

are rapidly vanishingly small as 1/Mg for M 8 •* » (compare with the 

very different results in section 4). 

It is instructive to remark that the result in eq. (43), arising 

from the limit Nc •» -, Mf/Nc * fixed, coincides with the prediction 

of DRM as obtained by Green and Veneziano*- . In section 6 we shall 

more elaborate on similarities and differences between the "partonic" 

QCD, theory and the "composite" DRM approach. 

6. ON RESONANCE DOMINANCE AND REGGE BEHAVIOR 

Resonance and Regge representations are widely used pictures in 

strong interaction scattering processes. The resonance picture is 

suitable in circumstances where nearest by resonance overlap is mini

mal. On the other hand, in cases where neighboring resonances overlap 

very strongly, the resonance concept loses its operational meaning, 

and one must resort to a smooth representation as exhibited, e.g. by 

Regge poles. Clearly, Regge poles will be useful only to the extent 

that a saall number of then is adequate to approximately represent the 

scattering amplitudes. On the basis of the results derived in section 

5, one can define more precisely the extent of overlap between resona

nces, thus having direct implications regarding the question of the 
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usefulness of both resonance and Regge pictures. In other words, the 

lov and high energy regimes, where, respectively, resonance and 

Regge dominance presunably play a role, will be formulated more 

concisely as a function of the physical parameters Nc, Nf and r • 

What are the expressions for the width and corrected mass that 

we are going to use? The answer resides in the fact that in reality 

Nf/Nc is of order unity and that the parameter A in eq. [23') is very 

small. Therefore we are practically considering the "weak coupling" 

limit in which 

ra " iT * "a (45) 

with 

A tjjL- (47) 

We have repeatedly emphasized that although the flavor number 

seemingly deteriorates the 1/NC expansion, nevertheless the planar 

approxuiation is, because of dynamical reasons (see eqs. (46), (47)), 

very satisfactory^ . 

Since the nearest by separation between resonances (in the 

planar approximation) is, 

a 

with a' given by eq. (24), it is immediate to derive from eqs. (45) 

and (46) 

-i-SlZjjiAa'MJ (49) 
AM • c 

a 

which provides a quantitative measure for the overlap. 
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Resonance dominance is therefore most suitable to employ in 

circumstances where 

2N„ 
* A o' M2 « 1 (50) 

On the other hand, in cases when the overlap is very large, i.e. 

2N 
— I A a ' l£ » 1 (51) 

"Regge" behavior :s the most appropriate representation for scattering 

amplitudes. The transition region between low (resonance) and high 

•'"Regge") energies :s roughly defined by 

2N 
~ A a1 VT % 1 fS2) 
N a c 

Eq. (52) is in accordance with the naive expectations that the 

resonance region will approach the Regge domain with increasing mass 

and N,/N and with decreasing quark mass (see eqs. (47} and (5})-

This could have been guessed on an intuitive grounds with nc need to 

3 detailed model. However, the specific dependence on the above 

mentioned parameters, as given by eq. (52), might be considered as 

characteristic features of the underlying dynamics. For example, 

since A *> l/y, one expects Regge behavior to set in rather fast with 

decreasing the quark mass. Thus, in processes such as nit, irp, etc., 

in which only light quarks are involved, one expects Regge dominance 

to play a role at substantially lower energies than in KTT, Kp, Dir, Dp 

etc. (of course even after eliminating kinematical effects). 

The above study of the width and mass correction (eqs. (45) and 

(46)) confirms that, within the 1/N expansion of QCD2, both resonance 

dominance and a smooth Regge behavior can be in coexistence. Moreover, 
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the rate of approach from one picture to the other has also been 

predicted (i.e. eq. (52)). 

What i s the analogous s i t ua t i on in the case of the "strong 

coupling'1 l imi t , Nc -*• «, Nf/N.= fixed? I t has been suggested*9 that in 

th is case eq. (43) wi l l hold. Therefore, i f eq, ;'45) i s true in QCD-t 

in the above l i m i t , one obtains 

— ^ 2a' B (53) 
aft a 

which is. independent of M . Consequently, it is inconceivable that 

with increasing energy one will have a completely smootii behavior. 

Rather one expects an asciJJacory energy dependence, with the amount 

of oscillation depending en 2a'B in *.he preceding equation. Namely, 

previous works on QCD,, *hich maintain eq. (43) for The width, simul-

tfi:ieou£iy with a suiooth "regge" behavior^ &pf>e*»r to be ^consistent 

in this respect. 

One say icpitisutely ask ho* in DEM a width as in eq. (4?) is 

nevertheless consistent with Regge behavior? The answer <.s found at 

once if one notes that in ORM the world is of dimension 3+1 wherens 

in <ICB2 it is 1*1- Therefore, in contrast to QC n
2, where the spectrum 

is non-degenerate, in DRM the degeneracy can be extremely large (and 

in fact is exponentially large). For the sake of concreteness and 

illustration, suppose the degeneracy of the states, at a mass M , which 

couple to a given scattering process, is 

p(Ma) - cCI^)° C54) 

for M large. For large M , the width of each individual resonance is 

very snail, and thus-contributes 6(s-Mj to the discontinuity of the 
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discussed anplitude. With the degeneracy in eq. (54) the total 

contribution is 

/ dM^ o(Mfl) « ( s - ^ * cs
a (55) 

indeed leading to a snooth Regge behavior. 

We repeat that a similar phenonenon cannot occur in QCD-, with 

a width T = B/M , since the spectrum is not degenerate at all. 

Summarizing, QCD^ and DRM appear to differ in their predictions 

for the mass-width relation (eqs. (45) and (43), respectively). 

Nevertheless, these two apparently extreme models are similar in the 

respect that in both, resonance dominance and p. smooth Regge represen

tation are valid pictures for strong interactions. However, in QCD-, 

the transition from resonance to a smooth Regge behavior occurs 

because the overlap between neighboring state? increases with 

increasing mass. In contrast, in DRM this happens due to the increas

ing degeneracy of the contributing states. 

One nay, of course, envisage a possibility where also in DRM 

the width increases with aass. In such a case the smooth Regge 

behavior will emerge from the resonance picture partly due to the 

strong overlap between neighboring states and partly becuase of the 

increasing degeneracy. 
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7. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 

A strongly leading candidate, for a field theory aodel describing 

strong interactions, is believed to be QCD. which is based on an SU(3) 

gauge theory of quarks and gluons. In this gauge theory, the out

standing property of asymptotic freedom emerges, which naturally 

explains the very important phenomena in deep inelastic scattering. 

Moreover, it is hoped that the infra-red behavior of thr theory will 

account fcr the confinement of quarks and gluons, thus observing in 

nature only colorless hadronic objects. 

However, at present only phenomena occuriny at shoit distances 

can be described bv OCP>. The reason if, of course, that in short 

distances the running coupling is small and a usual perturbation 

program in this coupling can be accomplished. 

However, it- must be admitted that the bulk of hadronxc phenomena 

actually occurs at long distances, and hence are inaccessible to a 

standard perturbation expansion in a coupling constant. One must 

therefore search for alternative approximat <.ons in order to describe 

the long distance physics. 

It has been suggested* that an expansion in 1/N , of an SU(N j 

QCD theory, may provide a powerful method for analysing long distance 

processes. Needless to say, the basic assumption is that in some sense 

N - 3 is sufficiently big to warrant a useful 1/N expansion program. 

With the preassuaption that 1/N is sufficiently small, even for 

Nc= 3, Kitten^ has recently disevs'sedin detail the great potentiality 

of the 1/N expansion program, not only in the meson sector but also 

for processes'involving baryons. Thus, although the planar level of 

QCD. is yet theoretically unknown, one nevertheless has a convincing 
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qualitative understanding of long distance processes, within the 

context of the 1/N_ expansion^. 

It is then clear that it is rather urgent to (aposteriori) 

verify the validity of the expansion in 1/N (Ve may employ a known 

phenoraenological fact which indeed confirm the smallness of l/N and 

then proceed to make predictions for a variety of other long distance 

processes. Such a phenomenologicai attitude, for the viability of the 

l''N. expansion, has been indeed adopted in ref. 3. 

However, in this work we would like to be more theoretically 

motivated than in ref. 3. Namely, within the studied model itself, 

without resorting to phenomenology, we would like to investigate 

whether the l/\- expansion is (aposteriori) consistent and in what 

sense 1/N can or cannot be considered small. 

Our goal is too ambitious to carry out for QCD,, since the 

planar part cannot be yet constructed with present knowledge, due to 

infra-red divergences and the confinement problem. 

Therefore, in order to be able to theoretically investigate the 

dynamical meaning of the 1/NC expansion, we must restrict ourselves to 

models in which the fnon-perturbative) planar part is completely under

stood. This will allow us to quantitatively estimate the strength of 

non-planar corrections which multiply the (obvious) topological 1/NC 

factors. 

An investigation along these lines can be found in ref. 8 where 

however, only a quantum mechanical system has been studied. For this 

quantum mechanical system it has been demonstrated, in ref. 8, that 

the non-planar corrections are spectacularly small (due to cancella

tions) even for N_ as low as 3. 
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We have presented in this work an investipation which is 

theoretically oriented along the lines of ref. 8. However, the 

studied model here, namely Q C C . is a true field theory model (in 

contrast to the model in ref. 8"1 which moreover explicitly exhibits 

simultaneously both the important properties of confintnent and 

scaling. Therefore studying the l-fSm expansion in QCTu mar have 

useful implications for the physically relevant QCD. model, also 

known to possess an approximate scaling and hopefully confinement 

as well. 

It goes without saying that the validity nf the 1/NC expansion 

is studied aposteriorily. Namely, one assumes from the begining that 

the planar part dominates by pretending that l/\c is very smaU - Thei. 

one proceeds to compute the uor-plan^r correjr ion? and check whet>ior 

for Nc= 3 (not so A big number'' they are £»nal 1 or not Tn the fcrroer 

case the expansion is perfectly legitimate and useful but is incon

sistent for the latter case and shouid be discarded. 

The central result of OUT work is given in eq. (5^, which 

measures the relative strength of the non-planar correction to the 

planar mass. For Nc* 3 the parameter e in eq. (iZ"> is rather small 

because the dynamical quantity A has been shown to be very small 

(see eq. (23,», Of course in eq. (321 we have given the correction 

only to order 1/NC. We do not lc.no*. how to write a general perturba

tion expansion in 1/NC similar to the one existing e.g. for QED, the 

latter perturbed, of course, with a * e /4*. The reason is clearly 

due to the complexity of the effective hadronic lagrangian (with 

coupling 1/NC), which replaces the quarks and gluons lagrangian 

(with gauge coupling g); The former lagrangian is not known in 

general form. 

http://lc.no*


Keeping the preceding remarks in mind, we nevertheless propose 

that eqs. f3n , (321 and (23*) indicate that the effective hadronic 

theory possesses a perturbation expansion parameter, which is not 

simply 1/NC, but rather something like
1 

The appearance of the numerical factors, accompanying 1/NC, is 

analogous to what happens in QED. An additional feature, however, 

emerges here, namely the dependence on the quark mass (see eqs. (25) 

and (24)**. It is satisfying that our proposal in eq. (56) indicates 

a good convergence for systems with heavy quarks. Indeed, it is well 

known that hadrons such as iii.-y etc. can be described, to a good 

accuracy, by a non-relativistic Schrodinger equation. 

The strict limit of y * 0 is beyond the scope of the present 

analysis. However, if one believes that the model is Smooth in the 

limit y -*- 0, one may speculate that the singular 1/Y behavior will 

disappear, leaving only the numerical factors. This still gives a 

small effective expansion parameter, in accordance with the phenome-

nologically based speculation made by Wit ten1- , in his study of 

hadronic systems, made from the massless up and down quarks, in the 

context of the 1/NC perturbation program. 

Our study also suggests that practically the dominance of the 

planar term is intimately related to the narrowness of hadrons1 , 

as can be seen from eqs. (32) and (331. 

All above conclusions will be valid also with the inclusion of 

a flavor symmetry, as long as Nf/Nc is of order unity (as is presently 

true in realityl. 
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We nave discussed in section 6 the t r a n s i t i o n from the resonance 

Picture t o the smooth Regge behavior. Noting tha t in the presence of 

flavor, the e f fec t ive expansion parameter i s presumably (see eq. (56)) 

1 Nf 1 

one nay conclude from eq. (52) that a faster convergence implies a 

delay of Regge behavior to a higher energies. In contrast, a slower 

convergence may be related to a precocious smooth Regge representation. 



APPENDIX A 

Here we present in more detail the approximations leading to 

eq. (141 . 4S already mentioned at the end of section 3, the coupling 

i . v in eo. '14'; vanishes, in the region LL of f ig . 6, as ^x when 
abX L g 

- » 1. Therefore we concentrate f irs t on the domains LH of f ig . 6. 

Consider for example the LH region at the lower corner at the right 

of f ig . 6. This corresponds to the configuration where X has a mass 

bigger than that of b (see eq. (11)) . Namely 

6 » a (A.1) 

and we emphasize that not only 6=0(11 but also a i s allowed to be 

0(1) (in addition to 0(1/L), corresponding to meson b having a fixed 

mass). That i s in the domains LH both mesons can have masses increasing 

with L, as L -*• «, and the approximations adopted below wil l hold as 

long as the restr ict ion in eq. (A.l) i s fu l f i l ed . Following Einhomv 

we take in eq. i'71 

» (x) • S2 s in (itLx) 

and 

*XU) » J? s in (itfcx) 

2 r 2 
\l a L i 

(A.2) 

(A.J) 

2 , 2 

» r " 
leading, using eqs. ( A . l ) , ( l l ) and (13) , to: 

i « L(l-u) (A.4) 

The first term, a (mu), oscillates infinitely rapidly and is out of 

phase with *„(:) and hence its contribution is vanishingly small for 

L -»• «. On the other hand the second term is, because of eq. (A.4) , in 



(9 phase with *y(z) and i t s contr ibution averages t c 

/— g~N_ •• du t. (u) 
G uv * - i / r - — - Cl-u' —,—h-, r CA.5) 

abx ? N * ; t l -uHl-wu) 

up to irrelevant phase. 

Denoting by G , x the coupling obtained from fig. 4 by reversing 

the direction of the quark lines, one can similarly derive 

^ /T" g K c ' d : *b C z ) 

Gabx " 2J>r T ^ 0 - 3 , z ( i - S ( i . . » f A '6> 
o 

again up to i r r e l evan t phase. Moreover, as the wave functions have a 

well defined p a r i t y , i . e . * b (z) • (-1) * b ( l - z ) , eqs. (A.S) and (A.6) 

imply 

l̂abxi " ' W <A-7> 

meaning that the two inequivalent diagrams contribute equally to the 

total width of meson a. 
fa 

I t i s a s t raightforward n a t t e r to derive tha t the couplings 

in eqs. CA.5), (A.6) vanish as (1-u) near ID»1. Hence the couplings 

are enhanced for ai values su f f i c i en t ly below 1 (to the extent t ha t 

the zero bare quark mass l i m i t , r -H), i s excluded). Therefore i t i s 

l eg i t iaate t o expand in <u the denominators in eqs . (A.S) and (A.6) to 

obtain the following: 

t ) Even p a r i t y ( • , , ( * )« - « b ( l - i ) ) ; 

1 j . . , . , 1 J . , ,-•. 1 r dz *. (z) > dz «. (z) f 
C1""> J :( l . , ( l -z)) * ]' , + - j d z V 2 ) (U,oz+- • -} 

f1 V 2 ) 2 
' dz - 2 ^ — * 0(u ) 

(A. 8) 



ii) Odd parity (*b(z) « *b(l-z)); (A.c 

•*dz * (z) \ dz • (zl \ 

Now from the bound state equation, eq. (6), one has for odd parity 

1 A r ^ 2 1 
• dz * (z) ub i 

I 3 . _£ j dz »b(z) (A 10) 
o' o 

In addition, since the LH domains include mainly mesons b having a 

mass increasing with that of the decaying meson a, one may use1 

1 

M^ f dz »b(z) % w^27 (A.11) 

Altogether, we obtain from eqs. (A.9) to (A.11) and eq. (A.5) (or 

eq. (A.6)), for the case of odd parity, the approximate form given 

in eq. (14) in the text. 

Note that we do not have an approximate form for the coupling 

G .„, as in eq. (14), for the case of the hadron b having even parity. 

However, since in such a case, •. (z) * -•ttl-z), there will be 

cancellations in the integral appearing in eq. (A.8). Namely, the 

coupling |G . Yj is expected to be smaller when b has an even parity. 

Indeed, this has been verified by solving numerically eq. (6). More

over, as expected, for a meson b having a large quantum number n, 

there is very little difference between the odd and even parity cases. 

The above arguments ehus justify the use of eq. (14) also for 

a meson b with even parity. At any rate, doing this will lead to an 

upper bounds for the width and the mass correction. 
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Finally, similar considerations on phase oscillations, of the 

relevant wave functions, will reveal that in the domain HH of fig. 6, 

the coupling G^., (eq. (7)) vanishes as 1/L for L •* •». Furthermore, 

this domain is even sore suppressed because of the limited decay 

phase-space. 

In conclusion, in studying the 1/NC corrections to the mass 

operator, we «ay focus our attention only to the LH regions in fig. 6. 



WEND IX B 

Some d e t a i l s are given here regarding the mass operator in 

ardor 1/NC. The inverse of the propagator in the planar approximation 

.s given by 

" > ) - s - M̂  (B.l) 

''here M is the planar mass. If -(s) denotes the mass operator due 

to the non-planar 1/NC corrections then 

*• (s*ic) = s - M^ - E(s+ie) (B.2) 

As is well known it Cs) never vanishes in the physical sheet. 

However, continuing to the non-physical sheet the solution of 

»a;s-ic) = s - •T - L(s-iz) * 0 (B.3) 

determines the corrected mass and width of the meson state a. Because 

of the reflection property 

r(s-ie) « I*Cs*ie) (B.4) 

one obtains from eq. CB.3) 

In E(s+ic) = ''s r(s) (B.5J 

where r(s) and 1m E(s) stand, respectively, for the width in the </s 

and s variables. 

Using the analysis of section 4, in particular eq. [231, we 

have the asymptotic result 

In £fs*U) = £- s. s > s (B.6) 

with s being a certain cut-off. 
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Eq, l'B.6"> suggests that we write for I(s) a doubly subtracted 

dispersion relat ion, that i s : 

2 " In : ( s ' ) 
I ( s } '« 1(0) • r ' (0)s * — , ds' —5 , (B.7) 

T s 0 s ' ^ ( s ' - s ) 

Here s0 denotes the lowest threshold above which meson a can decay. 

Seperating the integral in eq. (B.~) to low fs' ̂  si and high 

(s' ^ i) energy parts, one can derive 

r.(s*ie) k (JI'COl - I(i)ls - ~ tn(S^ill , (B.8) 
"e" s 

(F13 - -where both I ' (0) and1 E(s) are real quantities and terms of order 

s° or less have been omitted. 

Since we are interested in the case of very large masses, 

namely s » i , i t i s legitimate to write, within the framework of a 

"leading log" approximation, 

E(s+iO * - J ; in(- r - ie ) . (B.9) 
"c * s 

Continuing eq. (B.9) to the second Riemann sheet, we obtain, together 

with eq. (B.3), the following equation for the renonnalized parameters 

of resonance a: 

s - M2 • £- - ln(- I • ie) = 0 , (B.10) 
a "c " s 

s " "f * F" 7 t n & • i 4- s - 0 , ' {B.10'} 
a Nc ir s Nc 

In fact, because we are interested in asymptotic results for the 

mass operator, one can predict at once eqs. (B.9) and (B.10) without 

adopting dispersion relations. Indeed, given the dispersive part in 

eq. (B.6), it is a conspicuous matter to write down the full function 
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in eq. (B.91. Approximate solutions to eq. (B.10') , in an analytic 

form, can be found in two extreme limiting cases. The f irst case 

corresponds to 

£ - InfMVI) « 1 (B . l l ) 
"c a 

for vhich eq. (B.10') gives the solution 

which has been discussed before in section 4. 

In the second case one has 

— *n(M^/s>> 1 (B.13) 

and the solution to eq. (B.10') now reads 

M2 i M2 

S R % — * — & C B - 1 4 ) 

H ^ f £-<i tn̂ /i))2 

C 5 c 

leading to a new width f and mass M obeying 

•k 
_1 % T ^ « tp A CB.15) 

K * 172-^ (B-"° 
c 

Thus, also here the width is very narrow relative to the mass. 

Moreover, the strength of the mass correction relative to the initial 

planar mass is 



i * ft. i x \K-\\ -
a a a 

namely, it is bounded, as asserted at the end of section 4. 

Needless to say, the discussion of the case in eq. (B.13) is 

aerely academic, since for such high masses it is presumably more 

advantegous to ignore the resonance picture and adopt the smooth 

Regge representation. Indeed for such extremely high masses the 

resonance overlap is huge, as can be iafered from 

J ' . 2a< *£ 
-*-* 3 xr 2- - - (B.18J 
4Ha i *nCM^/s) Mg- -

(a* is the fixed "Regge slope*' in eq. (24)) and consequently the 

usefulness of the resonance picture is practically lost. 

However, in discussing the limit in eq. (B.13) it is more 

consistent to include higher order terms in £n Mt/s. In fact, as eqs. 

(B.6) and (B.9) indicate, the effective expansion parameter actually 

is 

£- tn s/s (B.19) 
c 

and thus one must study the summation of a series of the type 

I a. (£- tn s /s) 1 (B.20) 

i-1 * *c 

in order to construct the renormalized propagator of meson a. An 

attempt in this direction is presented in appendix C. 
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APPENDIX C 

Let us inves t iga te more consis tent ly the possible ef fec ts due 

to non-planar contr ibut ions ',a the planar meson propagator in the 

case of asymptotic masses. More spec i f i ca l ly we r e s t r i c t ourselves 

to the s i t ua t ion where 

£- ln(r/5) » 1 (CI) 

As we have remarked in appendix B, the limit in eq. (C.l) is 

of no practical importance for the resonance representation. However, 

it may be of theoretical interest because it can teach us on the 

asymptotic behavior of the meson "self energy blob" in QCD2. 

It is obvious that now one must consider also diagrams contri

buting to higher order terms in 1/NC. For example, heretofore only 

the diagram in fig. a, which contributes in order 1/N , has been 

included. Nov also diagnns such as in figs . 5.a and S.b which 

2 5 

generate, respectively, 1/NC and 1/NC terms, will be included. 

Recapitulating some results from appendix B, if the 1/NC 

contribution to the dispersive part is 

Im ZxCs+U) - £- s , s > s (C.2) 
Nc 

(see eq. (B.6)) then in "leading log" approximation the real part 

can be determined from 

:.(s+ie) = - £ - - tni~ f- - ie) (C.3) 

1 N
c * s 

Without performing any further detailed computations, it is appealing 

that the 1/N mechanism in fig. 5.a leads to 



A A 
Iral^s+ie") ' Sjj-;- tn(s/s) , (C,4) 

A. 
where A need not be specified except that it is independent of Nc and 

is of the order of A. Using again analyticity arguments and "leading 

log*1 ansatz one has 

A c 

It is sufficient to write down the contribution of fig. i>.b in order 

to deduce the general algorithm. The 1/N..J mechanise, due to fig. 5.1;. 

gives the dispersive part 

IoiL-U*ie) = s ̂ - tr~ ?.n s/s) /2! , (C.6; 
1 c c 

and correspondingly (always in "leading loc" approximation) 

:? ts+iE) » - - tr (= - tn( - -_- - i£.l) /3! , tC.7) 
A c s 

We thus conclude from eqs. (C.3), fC.S) and (C.7) that the full "self-

energy blob" 

I(s) = £j(s) * I2(s) + Zj(s) * ... (C8) 

behaves asymptotically according to 

!(•*!.) - i * . l * ( . . / , . U ) ^ c (C.9) 

Namely, in the "leading log approximation", one obtains a mass 

operator diverging at infinity faster than linearly by. however> a 

very small power. This resulting asymptotic behavior is in accordance 

with, and does not invalidate, the doubly subtracted dispersion 

relation for Els) assumed in appendix B. 



Substituting the total "self-energy insertion", eq. (C.9)j into 

the resonance equation, eq. (B.3), one obtains: 

1 A. 2 s A . */N *» A/N 
s [ 1".3- V.7^ C s / S ) e • o . CC.10) 

A A 

The meson a "shifted" mass and generated width can be thus read 

from , , » X/N 
1 1 .- c 

,, I+AVN , 1+A/N I*A7NC 

s R % sOi A/A) (M^/i) c e , (C. l l ) 

For example, the extent of narrowness and the new mass are respecti

vely given by 

r ir A?N 
nr " '«C ^r~) CC12) 
M 1 * A/N 

0 1 

also 

1 —5" 
Z 1 * A / N c 

&a - Ci)1/2C W C L . <^&» A . (CIS, 

l s J ,
a l '"a" Mal 

M a a M, - -

a 

and thus the relat ive strength of the non-planar corrections i s 

bounded (though not as small as in eq. (32) in the t e x t ) . 

I t i s worthwhile to emphasize that the above study implies that 

i t i s possible to have very narrow states (see eq. (C.12)) although 

the non-planar corrections to the planar mass are not that small (see 

eqs. (C.13), (C.14)). 
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Finally the solution in eq. (.C.ll) also indicates the non-

usefulness of the resonance concept at such very high masses. Indeed, 

the resonance overlap, caused by the non-planar corrections, i s 

spectacularly strong, as can be confirmed quantitatively from the 

ratio 

*\» 

-i-.MJ; - - (c.15) 
4 * . a M » -i a 

With such an infinite overlap as in eq. (CIS), one should certainly 

expect a picture with a smooth behavior, e.g. Regge pole representa

tion, to play a role. 
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FOOTNOTES 

Fl) We mention, for example, the property of asymptotic planarity in 

(4 
the S-matrixv approach. 

F2) This has been interpreted by Kitten^ as explaining why e.g. 

B •*• uir dominates over B -»• 4n. 

F3) The normalization convention follows that in ref. 5. 

F4) For present purposes, the neglect of the W.K.B. phase shifts^ , 

in the wave functions, is innocuous, if quarks with very small 

mass are excluded, as we have numerically verified. 

FS) The parameter & obeys ng cotg nff = 1-y. 

F6) Note that we freely interchange between the notation a,b,X, for 

the states, and their corresponding quantum numbers L,n,£. 

F7) The second term in eq. (1*) is neglected since, e.g. with y % 1, 

2 7 2 
already for n=l, u. % j IT . 

F8) It is reemphasized that our study excludes the limit y « 1, for 

which formally A is large. He have not been able to derive 

approximate analytic expressions for this theoretically interesting 

limit. 

F9) Note that because of analyticity it is natural to use M~ rather 

than N (see below and also appendices B and C). 

n ^ 

F10) For example, with a high mass as M^/s % 100, y % 1 and A K 2, 

one obtains from eqs.(23') and (26), e % TJ- X 0.014, indeed a 

very small effective expansion parameter. 



Fll) With the same parameters usea before to ejctimatt ; , one has 

f /M IS — « 0.02, corresponding to very narrow states, 
c 

F12) In practice for such extremely large masses as xn eq. (34), it 

is presumably more appropriate to adopt the smooth Regge picture 

rather than the resonance representation. 

F13, It is straightforward to obtain from eq. (B."\ tnat 

Z(s) = ~ ! ^ j ImE(s'). 

F14) Our arguments here follow those used e.g. in multiperipheral 

models of the Chew-Pignotti type. 

F15) Note that here we study 201 ruie allowed widths. In contrast, in 

ZOI rule violating transitions, the width is proportional to 

2 
1/N , for which therefore the weak coupling limit is applicable. 

tr 

F16) Eq. (56) i s valid to the extent that ^— in ~ * 1, thus covering 

a very wide range of massive s t a t e s . 

F17) See, however, appendix C, in the non-pract ical case of extremeIy 

heavy s t a t e s , where the width can be very narrow Dut the non-

pi anar terms are not small . 
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FIGURE CAPTIONS 

Fig, 1 Quark, antiquark, gluon (doubly lined) and a plan ir hadron 

(thick l ineJ. 

Fig. 2 A hadronic state including all non-planar corrections. 

Fig. 3 Non-planar l/Nc mechanisms correcting the planar propagator, 

a) Exchanged gluon with non-planar corrections included in 

its propagator and denoted by D. Also S denotes a dressed 

quark propagator including 1/NC corrections, bj Two crossed 

exchanged gluons. c; Two hadrons contribution. 

Fig. 4 The basic three meson coupling ^ . 

/a; 
Fig. 5 a) A coupling of four hadrons ^ n- . b) A coupling of five c 

. c) A cascade mechanism with four hadrons in 
mesons „, ̂ _,_ 

c i 
final state *• —^ * r . 

Nc 

Fig. 6 The phase-space plot of the process a •» b*X in terms of the 

parameters defined in eq. (11) and obey eq. (12). LH denotes 

a domain with one low and one high mass state and so on. 

The precise meaning of the lines if • <Xro and ra~ « /T r'fc, 

which define the various domains, is given before and after 

eq. (20). 

Fig. " The non-planar 1/NC two hadror, ioop correction to the planar 

propagator of meson a. 

Fig. 8 A discontinuity which determines the inclusive decay dis

tribution of meson b in s-» b+X. 

Fig. 9 The discontinuity which determines the width of meson a to 

order 1/N„. 



Pig,. 10 A typical decay of the resonance R by cascading. 

Fig, tl The decay of the resonance R by cascading to a final state 

with n+2 stable hadrons. The lowest lying stable state is 

denoted by Q. 

Fig. 12 An amplitude for R -+ R * R' where the final state consisting 

of unstable states. 

Fig. 13 An amplitude describing the decay of R into one unstable 

state (R ) and two stable hadrons, and which, via duality, 

may contain the mechanism in fig. 12. 
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